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Preparing for a visit to Orlando can turn into a full-time job, and paying for it can devour a small

fortune. Most books on the market make the problem worse, either burying vacationers in tiny

details and anxieties or functioning as unquestioning cheerleaders for the high-priced theme parks

and resorts. But Frommer's' 2017 Easy Guide cuts through the noise and hyperbole to deliver what

no other book does: Honest talk, frank advice, and an affectionate insider's secrets to appreciating

and affording Walt Disney World, Universal Orlando Resort, Sea World, and the inimitable

attractions of Orlando and Central Florida. Praised by locals and visitors alike, it's the only guide to

show you Orlando the way you actually want to see it. No other guide book is as comprehensive

while remaining so concise and so honest. No other book synthesizes advice, history, and good

sense in such an easy-to-read format. This Orlando guide is so novel and groundbreaking that its

author, Jason Cochran, was awarded Guide Book of the Year from the Society of American Travel

Writers for creating it. Cochran, who is also the editor-in-chief of our popular website,

Frommers.com and the co-host of the Frommer Travel Show, keeps you on top of the newest

developments in this ever-shifting tourist scene. - Rankings of the area's best resorts and

well-priced hotels- Smart appraisals of what's worth waiting in line for -- and what you can skip-

Reviews of non-chain restaurants -- a full chapter's worth -- so you can find the best flavors beyond

the usual franchises- Money-saving tips and hacks to tame the high cost of an Orlando holiday- Tips

on navigating the complex theme park systems that aren't down with unnecessarily obsessive

details--Learn what you need to know and then relax. The book is in the lightweight and

easily-carried format of our Easy Guides, and it also contains a valuable fold-out map.
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Jason Cochran was twice awarded Guide Book of the Year by the Lowell Thomas Awards (Society

of American Travel Writers) and once by the North American Travel Journalists Association. His

voice has reached millions of travelers, starting in the mid-'90s when he wrote one of the world's

first travel blogs, to his familiarity as a commentator on CBS and for AOL, to his work today as

editor-in-chief of Frommers.com and co-host of the Frommer Travel Show. He lives in New York

City and Los Angeles.

I bought this for my son to plan our trip to Orlando. He loves it. It has so much relevant information

and he enjoys planning our trip.

I have used Frommer's travel books on several trips and he has been spot on with his reviews.

Before I leave I read his book from cover to cover. He lets you know if something is worth your time

and money or should be skipped. There are maps to give you the lay of the land and approximate

prices for admissions and meals. Lots of useful info to plan your trip before you get there. I don't go

anywhere without checking out his books. I have tried other travel series but they are not as good

as Frommer's.

So glad I bought this. Planning a Disney vacation was starting to get overwhelming with all of the

websites, blogs, FB pages and friends/family's opinions.

Bought for wife for our trip to Disney-Reads it all the time.

This book has a lot of basic information but nothing that's very detailed. If you are looking for more

in depth information, this book will not have enough for you. However, if you have no experience

with Disney, etc, then this book could be a decent starting point. I would recommend reading

additional sources also if you're going to read this book.

Great book. Has a lot of good info if your going to Disney or Universal in Florida



helpful for first- to Orlando.. As a many-time visitor to Disney World, I found it not informative.

I'm reading it now. We're going to Disney World at the end of October.
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